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usual expertise, for which we are all grateful. T~ all
club officers past and present - obviously, we are all
better off because of your efforts on our behalf.

FROM THE CURATOR

Fascinating Fossil Finds ...

I would like to express my sincerest thanks to
Mary Ellen Didion-Carsley from Media Art and
Design for her wonderful seminar on scientific
J1\ustration.
Everyone
enjoyed . seeing
her
Jfessional work featuring bones, bugs, and botany.
In addition to which, she took us through her tools of
the trade including the surfaces on which she
produces these beautiful works of art.
It does my heart good when we successfully elect
another slate of CMM Fossil Club Officers. I am
delighted to be able to thank our able club President ,
Grenda Dennis for another year at the helm. Where
would we be without her skill as an administrator?
Chuck Soares fills our Vice-President's position for
yet another year, many thanks indeed. As Secretary,
Flo Strean will once again diligently record another
year of history-making meetings! Pam Platt will
continue in her capacity as Membership Coordinator,
good job ... and Kathy Haberny steps in to become
our club's Treasurer. Robert Ertman will continue
at his post as field trip coordinator. I would like to
express my sincerest thanks to out-going club
Treasurer, Paul Murdoch for his enthusiastic
contribution to that position. Furthermore, outgoing
Ecphora Editor, Hillary Murdoch, did wonders for
)Q.e newsletter, many thanks for making us all look
good. Last year Kathy Haberny and Robert
-Ertman organized numerous field trips with their

Through the generosity of Maryland's Department
of Natural
Resources,
the
Department
of
Paleontology at the Calvert Marine Museum was
able to remove a partial dolphin skull from Bed 12 in
the third cliff south of Parkers Creek (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Bill Counterman carefully digs to determine the
limits of the dolphin skull. Notice the large naturally eroding
clayey slump-blocks immediately north of our quarry.

Bill Counterman and I spent the better part of May
5th and 6th removing a smallish dolphin skull and one
rib from the base of the cliff. The occiput (i.e. the
very back o(the skull) was the only exposed portion
of the skull. Unfortunately, even though the anterior
end of the snout was imbedded within the cliff, it
was not preserved. Perhaps it became a predator's
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toothpick.
The jacketed skull will have to be
prepared before its identity is known (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Stephen showing off the jacketed partial dolphin skull
before removing itfrom its clay pedestal.

Our success in preserving this skull would not have
been possible without collecting permission from
Tim Larney (DNR), and location information
provided
by
Dave
Bohaska
.(Smithsonian
Institution),
and Mary Ellen Didion-Carsley.
Mary Ellen also supplied us with hot chocolate,
Canadian tea, and pretzels.

Bob Platt's 3.5 inch Meg tooth

Another nice tooth find comes anonymously from a
member. Although still in matrix, it appears to be in
fabulous condition!

Remember .. .it is illegal to quarry in the cliffs
without prior permission.
And finally, the CMM Shark Tooth Poster is now
available in the Calvert Marine Museum store and on
line at www.Calvelimarinemuseum.com.
Stephen Godfrey

Beautiful Member "Meg" Finds

For scale, a penny has been used in the photo. It's small, but so
what - it's in fabulous condition!!!

During a recent Club trip, longtime member Bob
Platt had the good fortune of finding a gem quality
megalodon tooth on a stretch of beach that numerous
other club members had walked several times that
day. It just proves the point that each of us can be
one wave away from having an excellent find
uncovered for us. Congratulations on the great find
Bob!
Club website: http://www.calvertmar:lnemuseum.com/cmmfc/index.htrnl

Club email: CMMFossilclub@hotmail.com
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Flies

Beginners Comer:

The Pragmatic
Collector
By Jayson Kowinsky
& Amy Lore

Early one morning, just after the sun awoke, a
sweet sea breeze began to blow inshore. "I know
this will be a great day to hunt" she kept thinking to
herself as she wandered down a pathway that leads
to a remote cliff exposure. Once there, the seasoned
hunter carefully patrolled the beach, looking for that
find of the day everyone lusts after. Scanning the
beach, she thought she already saw something near
the waters edge! Quickly the hunter raced past a
Chrysops and a Tabanus just sitting on the beach in
the shade of a log near the surf. No time to slow
down now, she spied the prize of the day! Quickly,
she passed these two lowly genera and made it to the
prize. Being ever so careful, she hovered over the
trophy specimen, drooling.
Then, slowly and
methodically she settled on the specimen, a fossil
collector, and began to feast! Chrysops, the Deer
~'(, and Tabanus, the Horse Fly, soon noticed this
_.ce buffet and joined in. Soon a swarm belonging to
the Tabanidae family (biting flies) closed in on the
fossil collector. The fossil collector quickly fled into
the smelly water for safety, just to get stung by
schools of sea nettles. Then, with relativistic speed,
the. fossil
collector ran in retreat to the car, swollen
.
stmgmg, and defeated.
The hunter we are talking about is Stomoxys sp., the
Stable Fly! This creature looks like an ordinary
housefly, but has a large bayonet-like proboscis that
can pierce even the thickest of sweaters! Ok, enough
silliness, the point we are trying to make here is a
swarm of biting flies, or a bay full of nettles, or any
number of other things can completely ruin a fossil
collector's day (and even run them off the beach) if
they are unprepared. The purpose of this article is to
identifY some of the major "day ruiners," discuss
methods of avoiding them, and discuss methods of
coping with them when they cannot be avoided.

'

First, let's take a closer look at those annoying
biting flies, the Tabanids. They do have a certain
behavior, and the casual fossil collector is MUCH
better off knowing this behavior. First, biting flies
usually wait in shady areas for a host (fossil
collector) to walk by. Research has shown that
attacks occur more often with people wearing dark
colors.
Also, biting flies are most active from
sunrise to three hours after sunrise and then again at
two hours before sunset. If it's overcast, or going to
be a colder day, the biting fly attacks are less
frequent.
Unfortunately, at the cliffs, we have
noticed that the biting fly season lasts most of the
summer. Knowing this information will not prevent
bites, however it may comfort you. For example, if
you opt not to stay away from this area in fly season,
we suggest you come prepared to the beach at
sunrise with a hat, heavy sweatshirt, long pants, and
bug spray in your backpack. This way, if there are
flies, you will be prepared. Remember, in a matter
of hours, the flies will clear out and you can shed
these heavy belongings.
Nettles
How about those devilish denizens of the deep, the
sea nettles (Chrysaora quinquecirrha)?
The bay
be.comes chalk full of these menacing creatures by
mId July. By late august, the water can literally be
opaque with these red nettles. During nettle season,
all swimming activity grinds to a halt, unless it
occurs in areas protected by nettle nets. On each
tentacle of a nettle lies many harpoon-like stinging
cells that shoot venom into one's skin (ouch).
Unfortunately, with the warmer weather of summer
comes not only nettles, but also less protective
cl?thing. Instead of waders and jackets, collectors
are .now in their bathing suites and water shoes.
Even if you only walk near the surf, the nettles can
sting you as hordes of them wash up along the beach.
Luckily, nettles too, follow patterns. Generally, if
it's a dry summer, or ifthe bay is saltier than normal,
more nettles will be in the bay. Now to prevent
stings, consider the following information: If you're
going to hunt in late summer, bring a pair of old
socks, or if female (or male I suppose ...), pantyhose.
For some reason, the stinging cells do not activate

Club website: http:! hll\vw.calvertmaril1ernuseum.com./cmmfc/il1dex.hlml

Club email: CMMFossilclub@hotmail.com
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when nylon or other fabrics touch them. If the
nettles are out in force put the socks or nylons on.
The nettle tentacles harmlessly wash up around you.
Yes, we acknowledge you might look "different"
than the other fossil collectors, but without the fear
of being stung you may also find more fossils than
the other collectors too.

with the frigid bay water. If you are going to try
collecting in the wintertime though, check thf"~
weather. Remember that if it has snowed at all, eve!.
a dusting, your trip will likely be futile, as the fossils
will be hiding under the snow. Also, if it is cold
enough, the bay and beach can freeze, leaving your
fossils hidden beneath ice.

Tides

Conclusion

We all know to check the tide charts before heading
out to the bay. The last thing we want to do is to
arrive at high tide. However, occasionally, even
after checking the low tide time, and arriving at that
designated time, the beach is still nearly submerged!
What went wrong here?!?! Well, it may not be good
enough just to check the tide time; you may also
want to check the height of the tides. The cyclical
tides, which will be around as long as the moon
orbits the earth, follow a pattern, not only in a 12hour cycle, but also a monthly height. If the moon is
a bit closer, or further on part of its period around the
earth, or if it's on the same side or direct opposite
side of the earth that the sun is, the tide height will
be a little different than normal. Occasionally, this
means a low tide may be as high as a small high tide.
If one arrives at the beach during this "false" low
tide, the beach may be mostly submerged. However,
this also works out to your benefit. Occasionally,
there is a very low tide during the month, where a
large expanse of beach will be present. So, check
the tide heights as well as the tide times before
departing on your collecting journey.

Because inclement weather or inclement creatures do
not deter avid fossil hunters, it becomes very
important to be sure you have done your research
and your packing to ensure you can concentrate on
the fossils and not on how you. are feeling. And
remember we will know this summer who has read
this article - we'll be looking for you in the
pantyhose. Happy Hunting! JKI AL

Seasons
Spring and summer are lovely times to be at the
bay; the weather is nice and the water is warm.
However, because of this, we have found that during
these seasons we often find more collectors than
fossils at the beaches.
Also, it is always the
collectors immediately ahead of us who find
everything (How does that happen?). If you can
brave the cold, we have found the wintertime to be
rather prolific (with fossils this time, not people).
However, this season may not be for everyone.
Obviously you need to dress much heavier than a
bathing suit and pantyhose, and you need to bring
spare dry articles of clothing in case of an accident

CMMFC Meeting Minutes
The Spring meeting for the club was held on
Saturday, April 12, 2003. Stephen Godfrey calleclthe meeting to order at 1:00 p.m. He announced tha.
he wished to have the guest speaker for the day
present first and then have the normal business
meeting follow afterwards.
Stephen introduced the day's guest speaker - Mary
Ellen Didion-Carsley - from Media Art and Design.
(A brief write up of her presentation can be found
elsewhere in this newsletter)
President Grenda Dennis called the business
portion of the meeting to order at 2:05 p.m.
Members present were as follows: Grenda Dennis,
Chuck Soares, Paul Murdoch, Hammon Hobbs,
Kathy Haberny, Wally Ashby, Don Fink, Pat Fink,
David Bohaska, Scott Werts, Stephen Godfrey,
Henry Hays, Livy Bowles, Catherine Smith, Daniel
Smith, Daune O'Donnell, Joan Armistead, Alvery &
Barbara Green, Bill Counterman, Linda Phillips (wI
2 guests) Flo Strean, Jean Hooper and Steve
Grossman & guest.
Grenda asked if anyone
had any additions or
corrections to the last meeting minutes. None were
reported and the meeting minutes were approved.
Pat Fink announced an error in the last Echpora that the club dues were initially $7, not always $10.
Grenda then asked for reports from the following:

Club website: http:/ hv'\vw.calvertmarinemuseum.com/cmlllfc/:index.html

Club email: CMMFossilclub@hotmail.com
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Treasurer - Paul Murdoch - Stated that the current
,-c,lub balance is $4044 and that the most recent
.penses were $41 for a pair of walkie-talkies to be
used on club trips and $206 for production and
postage expenses for the latest issue of The Ecphora.
Paul stated that he would not seek an additional term
as Treasurer. Kathy Haberny then expressed interest
in filling the position.
Field Trips - Kathy Haberny - No new information
to report for the current season, however Kathy will
not be scheduling the Spring trips for 2004, so a
volunteer is needed. Robert Ertman was absent but
it is expected that he will continue to work on the
Fall season schedule.
Membership Chairman - Pat Fink (in lieu of Pam
Platt) - stated that the club has 63 paid members and
19 life members.
Six clubs and five museums
currently receive the Ecphora, but not all have sent
their corresponding newsletter in return. Also, that
sending out reminder postcards to past due members
has been productive and will continue at her
~dJscretion.
Email & Website - Paul Murdoch - Stated that the
club now sends The Echpora to roughly 25 members
and several clubs and museums via e-mail. It has
resulted in a substantial savings and he urged
members present who currently do not receive it via
email to consider doing so. He stated that the club
website has to have all of its content approved by
both Stephen and Doug Alves. Submissions have
been slow and in light of the museum possibly
changing the entire CMM's website, all changes are
on hold.
Paul, however, would like to have a
chronological list of the club's past presidents and
post it to the website. Any help with this would be
appreciated.
Further, no personal links will be
allowed to appear on the website, only those of
approved universities or museums. The possibility
of the newsletter being password protected was
addressed and tabled for future discussion.
Email from the site has been productive and we
have received several queries from non-CMM
members through the site. Paul also stated that as of
~me 1, 2003, he intends to no longer handle the
club's e-mail and website coordination duties, so a
Club website: http://\v'\vw.calvertmarinemuseum.com/

volunteer(s) are needed. Anyone interested please
send an e-mail to the site .
Ecphora - Paul Murdoch (in lieu of Hillary
Murdoch) - A new photocopying company was
found resulting in substantial savings on the
production costs.
The last issue was so large
because the cost savings allowed it to be copied and
mailed for less than the previous "normal sized"
issue! Also, it allowed the editor to published two
large member articles that had been held back due to
cost considerations. Paul asked for members to keep
sending in their articles and every attempt will be
. made to publish them. Paul also stated that as of
June I, 2003, Hillary intends to no longer handle the
editor duties for the newsletter, so a volunteer is
needed.
Nomination Committee - Paul Murdoch -The
nominating committee had done some investigating
for members who might have an interest in serving
as an officer of the club.
Finding few people
interested, they proposed the same slate of officers,
minus the Treasurer.
Stephen Godfrey mentioned that according to the
club by-laws, elections are to be held each April,
with an effective date of June 1. Then a vote was
called and the presented slate of officers from the
nominating committee: Grenda Dennis - President,
Chuck Soares - Vice-President, Kathy Haberny Treasurer and Pam Platt - Membership Chairperson
was motioned and seconded.
Grenda introduced several topics:
-One was the idea of giving out CMMFC rulers,
pens, etc. to visitors during SharkFest and PRAD
events. The motion to investigate the cost associated
with this was made and seconded. Some discussion
about targeting children for these items was
addressed and the membership was reassured that
children must be attended at all times by a parent at
meetings and on trips.
-Club tee shirts, sweatshirts and hats were also
discussed.
The motion to investigate the cost
associated with this was made and seconded.
-Armbands for trips were also suggested.
The
motion to have all members wear a Velcro-type

cmmfc findex.ht111l

Club email: c:tvllvfFossilclub@hotmail.com
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armband on all future trips, so that the club would be
more readily identified as a group while in the field,
was made and seconded. Grenda will take on this
initiative.
Stephen Godfrey had two topics:
-He and Bill Counterman had recently gone to see
Joe Miller at the hospital. He is in high spirits and is
determined to walk the beaches this summer.
Stephen said Joe would welcome visitors.
-The much anticipated shark tooth poster was
available for everyone's review. It is anticipated that
it will be available in the CMM's gift shop by MidMay at a cost near $10.00.
David Bohaska had two announcements:
-The article from Gwenyth Saunders visit from the
January CMMFC meeting (see full-length article
later in this newsletter) was in this past weekend's
paper. Several photos of club members and their
finds appeared.
-The Aurora Fossil Museum would hold its Annual
Fossil Fair on Saturday, May 24,2003.
Paul Murdoch had four announcements/requests:
-Asked if the club would be willing to make its
presence at the Aurora Fossil Festival official. The
motion was seconded and currently four members
will man a table representing the club for the event.
A sign-up sheet was immediately made available.
-Paul also had two recent books from the VMNH on
display: One by Alton Dooley reviewing Squalodons
and one on the Strattford Hall area. Both are recent
publications.
-Paul provided a status on the club trying to set up a
date with the VMNH to assist them on a dig at their
Carmel Church research site.
If not enough
members sign up for the date (tentatively June 14) it
will be rescheduled for the Fall. A sign up sheet was
provided.

-A Basilosaurus
tooth cast from the famous
specimen at LSD was made available as a rafflf'....
item. Only a few tickets were sold so the raffle wii
continue at the next meeting or until 100 tickets
($0.50 each 3 for $1) are sold.
Grenda adjourned the meeting at 2:43 p.m.
Submitted by Flo Strean

Presentation Notes from tbe April 12, 2003
Meeting
Mary Ellen Didion-Carsley from Media Art and
Design was the guest speaker for the meeting. Mary
Ellen is a Calvert County resident and resides in the
Scientist Cliffs community.
She has been
commissioned by the CMM to illustrate the dolphin
skulls residing in the museum's permanent collection
in anticipation for a future exhibit. Several examples
of her work, including the original specimens, which
she is illustrating, were on display for her
presentation.
See photo below. Both Mary Ellen
and her husband are artists and you can see more or-----.
what
they
do
at
their
website.
www.drawingstogo.com

One of the partial porpoise skull illustration, done by Mary
Ellen, that was available for review at the meeting.

Although originally trained as an architect, she
found that she enjoyed the illustrating aspect of the---job more than the on-site aspects, so she refined he.,
expertise into a niche practice.
Mary Ellen had
Club website: http://\vw\v.calvertmarinemuseum.comJ

cmmfc!index.html
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several

"tools

of the trade" with her including

;----fumerous pencils, erasers and paper materials on
land and demonstrated their uses.
After many steps, her final product is done in
graphite on mylar paper and sprayed with an
adhesive clear plastic coating to keep it from
smearing. It typically takes her numerous attempts
and consultative sessions with Stephen Godfrey to
tweak each illustration until they both agree it is an
accurate representation of each specimen. She is
"averaging" one skull per week currently.
Mary Ellen brought her portfolio with her and shared
the numerous illustrations within with the audience.
It was a great presentation and enjoyed by all in
attendance.
Thanks Mary Ellen!!

A Trip to Camelot
On Friday, April 18,2003, Hillary and myself were
guests of Vance McCollum and Jim Knight for a day
of
fossil finding at the Giant Cement quarry in
~
:arleyville, South Carolina. Jim, the Chief Curator
of Natural History at the South Carolina State
Museum, had only recently found out that quarry
operations would no longer be able to maneuver
around the dig site.
The loss of the site was
imminent, so with only a few weeks remaining,
collecting was being pushed into high gear.
When we arrived, I was amazed to see the blazing
white limestone in the mine. Neither Hillary nor I
had ever collected in such an environment before
and it seemed to us that if anyone spent a full day
collecting in the bright sun at this place they would
have the worst case of "snow blindness" that we
could ever imagine. Fortunately for us, Camelot (it
received this nick-name due to the large initial
numbers of camel bones found at the site - see the
related article in The Ecphora # 58) was high on a
hill and in more recent deposits, so we would not
suffer from the fierce sun exposure off of the Santee
Limestone.
Looking up to the site, we spotted
trenches dug into the man-made cliff face of the
mine, which allowed the extra surface water to drain.
"""---"lese
created "small" waterfalls at various points in
lfle active mining area. It was a beautiful site!
Club website: http:j j'V\v,v.calvertm.arinemuseu111.co111/

We had a short walk to the site but, as in King
Arthur's Camelot, the site was surround by a moat!
The man-made trenches that looked so serene from
below were in fact 4 feet wide and over 30 feet deep!
These had to be crossed by a small, removable
"bridge" constructed of 2x4's and plywood. It took
us a few moments to gather our courage to cross this,
but the veterans of the site didn't let it affect them,
and they eyed us curiously from the other side. At
least they were kind and respected oUr hesitation by
not teasing us even if they did not fully understand
our fear of heights.
Once we crossed the moat, we had arrived. Jim and
Vance talked to us about the site and where the bulk
of the finds had been made. They explained that the
finds made at the site are believed to be dated from
about 250,000 to 500,000 years ago and found in a
clay/sand strata. The bones seemed to have been
caught in a log and/or vegetation jam-up during a
flood event and were found concentrated in great
numbers early in the excavation. Now, fewer and
fewer were being found, but discoveries were still
being made every day. We both hoped that we
would be able to add to the list.

Although not taken on the day we visited, this photo shows
exactly the layer the bones were in and gives a good view of the
portion of the site in general.

Hillary and I choose to walk the site first and look
over the spoil piles to get our eyes use to the
sediments.
It took some getting used to, but
"normal" finds began to pop out. It seems that
numerous flood events had occurred at the site and

clTI111fc/index.html
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had redeposited numerous sharks' teeth from the
older layers. We found numerous large and small
sharks teeth, including the sought after Augustidens
and Ariculatus specimens. But mammal teeth were
what we had our sights set on this day. After about
half an hour of looking, it happened. Hillary spotted
a black object near the top of a spoil pile and asked
me to retrieve it. It turned out to be a small
phosphate nodule. But within six inches of it was a
well-preserved tapir tooth! We had our first piece of
fossil treasure!! A few steps later, another partial
tooth was found. We showed both to Jim and he was
thrilled. It turns out that the other partial tooth may,
in fact, be from a bear - a first for the site!
With this good bit of luck under our belts we
decided it was time to join the others in digging. I
went with Vance and Hillary shadowed Jim. I've
had some experience with field digs, primarily
during a great stretch of luck during 2001 with the
Calvert Marine Museum, but not in this type of
matrix, so I observed Vance and copied his methods.
Once confident in my abilities, I struck out on my
own. I choose a section of trench where most of the
bones had been recovered and stuck my shovel into
the earth. The immediate "ting" sound that came
from my shovel told me that I had hit bone. I called
V ance over and we carefully uncovered the find. It
was a fist-sized piece - a giant sloth toe bone! It had
a beautiful pink marble color. They told me almost
all of the bones in this l~yer were colored this way.
Now I was psyched! I had found a land mammal
tooth, and uncovered my first bone from its final
resting place ... a place that surely will end up being a
famous and extensively documented land mammal
site.
The find assures that I'll be part of the
documented history. What a thrill! I kept digging
and in a few minutes hit more bone. Again, it was
an isolated piece and a toe bone, but from a different
animal, a horse. I kept digging in the same layer and
about an hour after starting, I found a nearly
complete deer vertebra. I was thrilled!!! I had come
hoping to find a bone and a tooth, and I had already
exceeded my expectations.
It's then that I noticed a shadow. Seems that I had

Vance was trying out several different locations, but
that was all that had been found so far by the group.
So, I returned to my spot.
I kept digging and came across a seedpod!
It
looked like a modem acorn to me but only the shell
remained. Jim said it was one of only five that had
been recovered in such good shape from the site.
Pretty cool. Not too soon after that I came across
another bone. A well-preserved tapir vertebra with a
detached, yet complete, central process of about six
inches in length! It must have come from a rather
large specimen of that species!
Jim bagged and labeled all of the finds with the
date and grid coordinates for his records. Everything
that I found was dug out of a small area, less than 2
feet wide, 3 feet long, and 2 feet deep. Not bad for
such a small area! Although exciting, they were not
"the finds" of the day. Vance came across a partially
complete turtle shell that was sitting right on top of a
llama leg bone.
While digging them out he
uncovered a small, but almost complete, 2" lower
jaw section from an opossum with 4 teeth still in it!
After Vance's good fortune Hillary decided it was
time to go, so we thanked our kind hosts and took ~.
one more walk around. We still found some more
sharks teeth and I found a small, well-worn piece of
Archeocete squalmosal. So, with my fossil desires
sedated by the days good fortune, I did not put up a
fuss and agreed to call it a day.
In closing, I would just like to THANK Jim and
Vance for their hospitality before, during and after
this trip. They were great to us and are good people.
We wish them the best of luck in undoubtedly the
many years worth of work that they have ahead of
them with describing and cataloging the fauna.
Thanks also to the folks at Giant Cement for the
access that day to the site. It was a day that I will
never forget.
Submitted by Paul Murdoch

been reclining so long in the same position, digging,
that I had attracted the attention of vultures!! It was
then that I realized that I might need to take a break
and see what everyone else was up to. Another guest
that day had come across a few rabbit bones and
Club website: http:j j"vw\v.calvertrnarinemuseum.com./

cmmfc/index.html
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Niobrarasaurus Coleii
. -~\ Dinosaur From the Smoky Hill Chalk
Written by and used with the permission of Mike
Everhart
The Smoky Hill Chalk was deposited in the middle
of the Western Interior Sea, hundreds of miles from
the nearest coast, during the Late Cretaceous (about
87-82 mya). It is the last place I would expect to
ever find a dinosaur. Yet, the remains of several
dinosaurs have been discovered in the Kansas chalk.
Apparently they were the unlucky ones that were
swept out to sea by rivers during flood stage or other
similar scenarios. In some cases, enough gas was
generated within the abdomen, when their bodies
began to decompose in the warm water, to float the
carcass. Prevailing winds and currents would have
eventually carried a few of these bloated remains to
the middle of the sea, and what is now western
Kansas.

A brief history of Niobrarasaurus coleii:
In February, 1930,Virgil B. Cole, a geologist doing
surface mapping in western Kansas for Gulf Oil ,
found the remains of a 'baby dinosaur' in
southeastern Gove County (roughly 20 miles or so
south of Quinter). A letter written by Cole to Dr. M.
G. at the University of Missouri-Columbia described
the discovery and indicated that he was shipping it
(300 pounds of bones and plaster) to Missouri. Cole
had been a student of Mehl and received his Master's
degree from UM-C in 1923. The letter and some of
Cole's field notes were retained with the specimen.
From his letter, it is apparent that Cole initially
thought the remains were those of a plesiosaur.
However, after excavating the fairly complete,
articulated hind limb, he realized that it was a
dinosaur.
From his letter, he was apparently
somewhat disappointed at first that it wasn't a
plesiosaur but was proud of his discovery throughout
the
rest
of
his
life
(Walters,
1986).
After receiving the specimen from Cole and
removing it from the plaster that had been poured
directly on the bones, Mehl described the material in
an abstract for a GSA meeting in 1931, and followed
with a paper, naming it Hierosaurus coleii in honor
of Virgil Cole:
Mehl, M. G., 1931. Aquatic dinosaur from the
Niobrara of western Kansas. Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer.
42
326-327.

Artist's illustration of a dead Nodosaur on a beach.

The first dinosaur from the Smoky Hill Chalk was
found by Professor O. C. Marsh in 1871 about four
miles east of Russell Springs in Logan County.
After that, two sets of fragmentary nodosaur remains
(dermal scutes) were discovered
by Charles
Sternberg in southwestern Trego County.
He
thought they were from some kind of a fossil turtle.
He sent them to the Yale Peabody Museum where
they were examined by G. R. Wieland and named
Hierosaurus sternbergi (YPM 1847 and YPM 55419)
in 1909.
The best specimen, however, is a
-----~asonably complete nodosaur (Ankylosauridae)
~0und by an oil field geologist in southeast Gove
County in 1930.
Club website: http:/h;vww.calvertm.arinemuseum

Mehl, M. G., 1936. Hierosaurus coleii: a new
aquatic dinosaur from the Niobrara Cretaceous of
Kansas. Denison Univ. Bull. Jour. Sci. Lab. 31 1-20,
3 pIs.
An unpublished note from Virgil Cole that I found
with the specimen in December, 2002, carries a bit
more
information,
some
of
it confusing:
"Hierosaurus coleii more pieces picked up after the
rains June 8, 1935, Trego Co. Kan. Horizon 122' up
in Niobrara Chalk V. B. Cole."
This is important since Cole had originally placed
the specimen some 190 feet above the base of the
chalk, somewhat higher than I determined the chalk
to be in the vicinity of the type locality. The original
locality given by Cole is in Gove County, but is also
close to the county line between Gove and Trego

..com/cmmfclindex.html
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counties
to
the
east
of
the
locality.
After that, the specimen more or less sat unnoticed
in the University of Missouri-Columbia
until
Carpenter, et al (1995), re-examined the type
material and published a paper on it in the JVP.
Because of the differences noted between it and the
type of Hierosaurus, the authors renamed it as
"Niobrarasaurus coleii" ... a separate genus from
Hierosaurus:
Carpenter, K., D. Dilkes, and D. B. Weishampel,
1995. The dinosaurs of the Niobrara Chalk
Formation (upper Cretaceous, Kansas), Jour. Vert.
Paleon. 15(2):275-297.
In October, 2000, Shawn Hamm, of Wichita, KS,
became the fifth person to find dinosaur remains in
the Smoky Hill Chalk. In that case, it was the right
radius and ulna from a young nodosaur, which I was
able to identify by comparison with Figures 10 and
12 in Carpenter, et aI., (1995).
In early 2001, when Shawn Hamm and I submitted
an abstract to the SVP for a poster (Bozeman, 2001),
I decided that we needed to compare the two bones
that Shawn had found (right radius and ulna, now in
the Sternberg collection - FHSM VP-13985) with
those of the type specimen (MU 650 VP). So after
tracking down the type at the University of Missouri
at Columbia, I contacted the geology department in
March, 2001 and requested the right radius and ulna
on loan to the Sternberg.
Even though VP-13985 represents a much younger
individual, and the bones had apparently been ripped
off a floating carcass, swallowed and partially
digested by a large shark, they appear to be very
similar in shape to the type of Niobrarasaurus. The
significance here may be that the Sternberg now has
the ONL Y two known specimens
of this
genus/species.
In the August, 2002, when I returned the type
material (MU 650 VP) to the University of Missouri,
I asked him if it might be possible that the entire
specimen could be returned to Kansas. He told me
that he would check with the administration and the
answer was "yes".
Last December (2002), I
arranged to stop by on our way back to Kansas from
Chicago and pick up the specimen.
On May 1,2003, a 2:00 p.m. media conference was
arranged at the Sternberg Museum to announce the
Club website: http://,,v,,vw.calvertmannemuseum.com/

acquisition of the type specimen of Niobrarasaurus
coleii (now FHSM VP-14855). I spent the morninrarranging a display of the bones of Niobrarasaurus 01.
a piece of dark blue cloth and talking to reporters
and photographers who arrived early.
It was
possibly the first time that the specimen had been
laid out since it was first prepared, and certainly the
first time that it had been photographed
so
extensively.
On May 3, after most of the news
stories had played out, I took a group of amateur
paleontologists into the field. By coincidence, we
were hunting fossils in the same section (square
mile) that had produced the bones of Niobrarasaurus
in 1930. The locality also happens to be one of my
favorite areas of the chalk and one for which we had
access from the property owners. And there begins
the rest of this strange and wonderful story ...
The morning promised a pretty nice day for fossil
. hunting. It was cool and cloudy, with just a bit too
much wind at times. The five us scattered quickly
across the shallow valley just south of the Smoky
Hill River.
We were all carrying radios but,
surprisingly, there was little of the chatter that Wf"usually had when we were having good luck findin~
fossils. My day started pretty well, finding a very
nice, though partially digested mosasaur axis
vertebra, and ended with the discovery of my first
Martinichthys rostrum since 1996. About 5:00 PM,
just as I began to walk back to the van to leave for
the day, Tom Caggiano called me on the radio and
told me he had found some unusual bones. After
making a joke about the Bovinasaurus (cow bones)
in the pasture he was walking through, I asked him
what they were and he said he didn't know. When I
met up with him, he showed me four bones, bleached
gray-white by exposure to the Kansas sun.
I
recognized them immediately as dinosaur foot bones,
just like the ones I had arranged in the
Niohrarasaurus exhibit at the Sternberg two days
earlier.
Great! I thought, Tom had discovered
another Smoky Hill Chalk dinosaur. .. only the sixth
person to ever do so (after O. C. Marsh, Charles
Sternberg (2), J. D. Stewart, Virgil Cole and Shawn
Hamm). We were both excited as we walked back to
the site where he had found them.
Tom had seen the terminal phalanx lying on tht.
side wall of a 7-foot deep gully that he was walking
in, at about eye level. When he had climbed up to

crnmfc/index.httnl
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see where it came from, he found the three
.metacarpals lying close together, near the edge. As I
lmined the bones again, I noticed that all three of
the metacarpals still had bits of white plaster still
clinging to them. I realized at that point, that this
wasn't a "new" dinosaur discovery, but rather the
lingering remains of Cole's original Niobrarasaurus
discovery. Tom had found the type locality of the
type specimen.
Tome,
this was even more
important
because
it located
the specimen
stratigraphically
below Marker Unit 3 (Upper
Coniacian, about 85 feet above the contact with the
Fort Hays Limestone) and verified what I had
concluded when I first started looking at the
occurrence of dinosaurs in the chalk. Of course, it
also added four of the missing bones of the right
front foot noted by Cole in the last line of the first
page of his letter to Dr. Mehl. As best I could
determine from his letter, Cole had poured plaster on
everything (literally, directly on the bones) and then
probably covered the right front foot with rock and
dirt as he dug around to remove the larger bones.
The plaster cap held the bones together for many
~ars before it finally weathered away; and enabled
~mto survive in place until they were found.

remains of the Niobrarasaurus. If anything else had
been left on the site by Cole, it had probably washed
down the nearby gully long ago. Another heavy rain
and the four bones found by Tom could have
suffered the same fate.
And there you have the rest of the story of
Niobrarasaurus coleii.. .. newly arrived back in Kansas
where he had spent most of the last 86 million years.

Tom's newly discovered bones united with the rest already on
display.

Editors Note: This and other great fossil stories
dealing with the finds in the Kansas chalk and other
nearby localities can· be read on-line at Mike's
website: http://www.oceansofkansas.com/

The CMM Fossil Club Ma.kes the Local
Paper!!!

Tom holds the four additional Niobrarasaurus bones that he
found on May 3, 2003. At right is a photograph of the newly
discovered material with the lower limb bones of the right front
leg. Note that the white patches on the metacarpals are plaster,
not chalk.

We got the rest of the group together and did a
,tll.prough search of the area. Although we found
aster still clinging to some inoceramid shell
fragments, we were unable to locate any additional

For those of you who might have missed it, new
member Gwyneth Saunders, who is the Editor for the
Southern Maryland Weekend, did an article on the
club for it's April 5, 2003, edition. Several members
old and new had their pictures published showing off
their prized finds.
The text appears as written
below:
As long ago as 18 million years, sharks of the
Miocene era were adding to the landscape when their
remains settled to the bottom of the ancient sea.
Now their fossilized teeth and other traces tumble
down to the water's edge from the Calvert Cliffs
along the western Chesapeake Bay.

Club website: http:/h.vw\v.calvertmarinemuseum.com/cmmfc/index.html
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Many of these teeth and other fossilized animals
and plants end up in the collections of the Calvert
Marine Museum's paleontology department.
The
museum draws thousands of visitors each year, many
of whom come for the fossils.
A
Young
Salts
program
provides
junior
paleontologists with field and museum experience
while they learn about fossils for fun. For those with
a few more barnacles on their hull, there's the Fossil
Club which meets quarterly at the museum.
Members must belong to the Calvert Marine
Museum, and with that comes the
opportunity to take unique field trips, share
experiences and show off finds. Members come
early to show off their recent finds and see what
other collectors have discovered.
This also gives
everyone a chance to see what's new
in the museum's collections.
Stephen Godfrey, the museum's
curator of
paleontology, said the club is about
the "science behind what we find." Godfrey recently
contributed to the museum's publication, "Bugeye
Times," with an article on the fossils of sharks,
whales and other denizens of the deep. Among the
highlights of the article was the description of a
partial shark vertebra with two embedded shark
teeth. The vertebra was available for examination by
guests and members at the first club meeting of the
year - one of the many benefits of the club meeting
at the museum.
One of the unique finds for the museum was the
spiny sea robin, discovered by staff member Bill
Counterman in sediment at least 18 million years
old. The specimen could be the oldest example and
possibly a unique find within the species.
In addition to sharing finds, members get the
benefit of extensive experience from experts in a
variety of fields. At the January meeting, a member
demonstrated his techniques for taking the best
photographs of his fossils.
Sometimes meetings
involve lectures by leading paleontologists or a
workshop on a group of fossil organisms.
Organizers set up local field trips as well as trips to
North Carolina, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
Members also get an early shot at participating in the
field trips of area museums, such as the Virginia
Museum of Natural History, which sponsors a
number of trips looking in 3 million and 4 million
year-old geology for - among other things - ancient
Club website: http://''V\v\v.calvertmannemuseum.com/

scallops and the snail ecphora.
"Ecphora" just
happens to be the name of the club's extensive~
quarterly newsletter. Its contents include more fossi.
trip opportunities, fossil trips taken by members,
fossil finds, meetings, publications and details about
future events.
In. the latest edition, available through the club at
the CMM web site, there are a number of tips on
tools and techniques for fossil hunters.
The fossil club will meet next at 12:30 p.m.
Saturday in the conference room on the top floor of
the CMM. All meetings are open to the public - you
do not have to be a current club member to attend a
meeting. Saturday's meeting will include a talk by
Mary Ellen Didion-Carsley from Media Art and
Design, who is working on scientific illustrations of
the museums' dolphin skulls. Meetings are usually an
hour to an hour and a half in length and are
sometimes followed by a free public lecture by a
distinguished visiting guest in the auditorium
downstairs. Call 410-326-2042, Ext. 28.
The Fossil Club does not differentiate between
whether you know a little or know a lot, whether you ~.
have a few fossils, have a lot and no clue what the)
are, or have every fossil you've ever collected
organized in boxes, catalogued and photographed.
If you have an interest in fossils,· attend a meeting. If
you have a good time, join. There's a lot to dig into
with old bones.

Upcoming Club Shows & Swaps
June 28 - 29: 3ih Annual Gilsum Rock Swap &
Mineral Show, sponsored by the Gilsum Recreation
Committee at the Gilsum Elementary School and
Town Recreation Fields, Rt. 10, Gilsum, NH.

July 12 - 13: Annual Mineralfest, sponsored by the
Oxford County Mineral and Gem Association at the
Crescent Park School, Bethel, Maine.

July 12 - 13: 3ih Annual Jewelry, Mineral and
Fossil Show and Sale, sponsored by the Gem &
Mineral Society of Syracuse at the New York State~
Fairgrounds, 1-690 Exit 7, Syracuse, NY.

cmmfc/index.html
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July 26 - 27: Annual Champlain Valley Gem and
,Ntjneral Show, sponsored by the Greater Burlington
;ill & Mineral Club at the Tuttle Middle School,
Dorset St. & Kennedy Dr., South Burlington, VT.

November
1 - 2: 3lh Annual "Gemarama",
sponsored by the Tuscarora Lapidary Society at the
CFS, School at Church Farm, Business Route 30 &
Route 202, Exton, PA.

August 1 - 3: Slh Annual Gem Show sponsored by
Society of
the Gem, Lapidary & Mineral
Washington, DC at the Ramada Hotel & Exhibition
Center, 8500 Annapolis Rd, New Carrollton, MD.
(Exit 20B offthe 1-95/495 Capital Beltway.)

November 1 - 2: Rochester Gem, Mineral & Fossil
Show, sponsored by the Rochester Lapidary Society
and Mineral Section, Rochester Academy of
Science. Monroe County Fairgrounds, 2685 Calkins
Road, Henrietta, NY.

August 2 - 3: 33rd Annual Mid-State Gem &
Mineral Show, sponsored by the Water-Oak Gem
and Mineral Society at the Mount Merici School,
152 Western Avenue, Waterville, ME.

November 22 - 23: 13th Annual Mineral, Fossil,
Gem, and Jewelry Show & Sale, at the Pascack Hills
High School, Grand Ave. & Spring Valley Rd.,
Pascack, NJ.

August 21 - 22: Annual Summer Gem & Mineral
Show, sponsored by the Village of Freeport
Recreation & Parks Dept., at the Freeport Recreation
Center, 130 E. Merrick Rd. Freeport, LI, NY.

Submitted by Robert Ascreen

Interesting News Links
'.'

August 23 - 24: 3ih Annual Rock, Mineral & Gem
Show sponsored by the St. Lawrence Co. Rock &
.Mineral Club at the Canton Sportsman's Club,
mton, NY.

California Researchers Search for Life in Outer
Space
http://abcnews.go. com/wire/SciT ech/reuters2003031
2 603.html

September 6 - 7: Annual Gem & Mineral Show,
sponsored by the Northern Berkshire Mineral Club at
the VFW Hall, Route 2 (base of the Mohawk Trail),
North Adams, MA.

Ancient Human Footprints found at Volcano
http://abcnews. go .com/sections/scitech/W orld/footpr
ints030313.html

September 27 - 28: 39th Annual Atlantic Coast
Gem, Mineral & Jewelry Show sponsored by the
Gem Cutters Guild of Baltimore at the Howard
County Fairgrounds, 1-70 and MD Rt. 32, West
Friendship, MD.
October 4: AUTUMN MINERALFEST, sponsored
by the Pennsylvania Earth Sciences Association, Inc.,
Macungie Memorial Park, Macungie, PA.
October 18 - 19: 34th Annual Gem & Mineral Show,
sponsored by the Mid-Hudson Valley Gem &
Mineral Society at the Mid-Hudson Civic Center, 14
Civic Center Plaza, Poughkeepsie, Poughkeepsie,
NY.

Scientists Find Evaporating Planet
http://dsc.discoverV.com/news/briefs/200303l0Ihubb
le.html
Satellite Image Shows Dino Asteroid Crater
http://dsc.discoverv.com/news/afp/200303l0/crater.h
tml#
Scientist Weigh Black Hole
http://dsc.discovery .com/news/ afp/20030324/blackh
ole.html
Earthquake warnings in the Ionosphere?
http://dsc.discovery .com/newslbriefs/200303 24/earth
quake.html

..........•••

Oldest Mummy discovered in Egypt
Club website: http://\v\vw.calvertmarinemuseum.com/
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http:// dsc.discovery.comfnews/briefsI200303
my.html

31/mum

from the Yorktown to the Devonian in age. Their
beautiful trilobite fossils were a hit with the many~
folks who stopped in to see the display.

Rare Colossal Squid Caught!
http://dsc.discoverv .com/news/briefsI200303311squi
d.html
Maine Crater?
http://dsc.discovery .com/news/briefs/20030331
r.html
Dinosuar that may have been a cannibal
http://dsc.discovery.com/news/afpI20030331
ack.html

/crate

/dinosn

Human Genome Sequence Completed
http://dsc.discovery.comfnews/afpI20030414/genom
e.html
Egypt High Priest Tombs Discovered
http://dsc.discoverv.com/news/briefs/20030421/necr
opolis.html
Early Human Ancestor older than thought
http://dsc.discoverv.com/news/afp/20030421/fossil.h
tml#
Recovered Meteor Reveals Solar Secrets
http://dsc.discoverv .com/news/ afpI20030505/meteor.
html#
Giant Jellyfish lurks in the Pacific
http://dsc.discovely.com/news/briefsI20030512/newj
elly.html

CMMFC Well Represented at the Aurora
Fossil Fa.ir
Four members of the club made the trip to Aurora,
North Carolina over Memorial Day weekend 2003.
Michael McCloskey, Jayson Kowinsky, Amy Lore
and Paul Murdoch each did a great job in
representing the club.
Mike and Paul were the
featured speakers at the Aurora Fossil Museum and
have been invited back to present their programs
again at next year's event. Jayson and Amy brought
down several tables worth of fossils ranging in age

Jayson and Amy's New York trilobite display.

The Fossil Festival is the primary source of revenue
for the Fossil Museum and attendance has been
estimated to be as high as 15,000 people for the
event. The entire downtown area is roped off and
numerous venders selling fossils, food and flea
market items line the streets of the town from
8:00AM to dusk.
Usually a contingent oC
representatives from the Smithsonian and one o.
more of the Museums located in North Carolina can
also be found at the event. Over half of the clubs
that routinely have trips into the mine also have a
few members present displaying their best finds.
This makes it a great way to meet folks that you may
have read about on elasmo.com or other websites,
and is an easy opportunity to make new friends.
The big event of the day for fossil collectors is the
annual fossil auction, with all proceeds benefiting
the museum. The most popular items at the auction
this year were large broken "Meg" teeth displayed
in-situ so that the missing parts were hidden from
view. Although not sold as "collection pieces" they
will make beautiful displays and a great gift idea.
Where else could you get a 4+ inch "Lee Creek"
tooth that you could honestly imagine parting with as
a gift to a friend?!!!
The club's first official appearance at the event was
a great success! Hopefully the club will participate
somehow in the event in the years ahead and will
build upon its initial success.
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Editor's Column

of a Friend From North Carolina

The club was saddened to learn of the death of
Richard Tellekamp. Richard was a member, and
served on the board of the North Carolina Fossil
Club.
Many long-time CMMFC members may
know Richard from past trips to Lee Creek.
Richard's
most recent involvement
with the
CMMFC was as the trip sponsor for the club's last
two trips to Martin Marietta quarry in Belgrade, NC.
Richard was a very giving and kind man, always
willing to share his love of fossils, especially with
children. As a small tribute, we're including his
obituary:
Richard Tellekamp, 72, of Jacksonville, died June
10,2003, at Onslow Memorial Hospital.
Mr. Tellekamp retired from the United States
Marine Corps after 28 years of service as a master
gunnery sergeant.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Martin
and Gertrude Tellekamp; and his brother, Martin
---T--ellekamp.
Jurvivors include his wife, Suzanne R. Tellekamp
of the home; one son, Michael Page Tellekamp of
Jamestown; three grandchildren, Ryan, Stephanie
and her husband, Brian, and Stacy; one greatgrandson, Caleb; two sisters, Gertrude Gilcher and
Janet DeGennaro, both of Hoboken, N.J.; and many
nieces and nephews.
Burial with military honors will be held at a later
date in Arlington National Cemetery. In lieu of
flowers, memorials may be made to the Richard
Tellekamp Scholarship Fund, c/o the North Carolina
Fossil Club, P.O. Box 2777, Durham, N.C. 27705.

First, I would like to mention that the next club
meeting will be held on Saturday, September 6,
2003.
Second, I would like to reiterate that this will be my
last newsletter. Therefore, if you enjoy reading The
Ecphora, you may wish to step up and take the
reigns as the new editor. I promise to hand over all
materials needed, and I will assist the editor in any
way I can. We also need somebody to submit
material for the website and monitor the club's
e-mail account. Please consider volunteering to take
on a club responsibility. A club is only as good as
its volunteers.
That said, I feel that it is time to pass on my
responsibility. I have learned a great deal in the last
fourteen months as editor, and I would like to thank
those from whom I received tremendous support.
Those of you who might be interested in becoming
the next editor may contact me or Grenda. Thank
you.

Submitted by Rich Olsen
Editor's note: An excellent tribute article about
Richard can be found online at the Jacksonville
Daily News website at the following URL:
http://wVv-w·iacksonvilledailvnews.comlDetails.cfm
StorvID=13483

?
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The Ecphora is published four times a year and is the
official newsletter of the Calvert Marine Museum
Fossil Club. All opinions expressed in the newsletter
are strictly those of the authors and do not reflect the
views of the club or the museum as a whole. Items
published in The Ecphora may be reproduced with
the written permission of the editor or of the
author(s) of any article contained within.
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Hillary Murdoch
C/OCMMFC
2468 Swamp Pike
Gilbertsville, PA 19525
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